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Long-term rating : А- А- А- 

Outlook : developing developing negative 
Short-term rating: А-1 А-1 А-1 

 
Bulgarian Credit Rating Agency is the only 
Bulgarian   agency,   included   in   the   list   of   the 
Financial Supervision Committee, as its ratings are 
acknowledged equally with the ratings of the 
international agencies Moody’s, Standard & 
Poor’s and Fitch. In 2004 BCRA adapted the 
corporate credit rating methodology of ICRA (An 
associate of Moody’s Investors Service). The rating 
scale of BCRA coincides with the rating scale of 
Standard & Poor’s. 

 
BCRA retains the long-term credit rating A- to Diba 
Profil and short-term credit rating А-1 and changes 
the outlook to negative. BCRA uses the officially 
adopted methodology of corporate credit rating 
(http://www.bcra-bg.com/files/file_103.pdf). 
To  elaborate  the  credit  report  and  to  award  the 
credit rating BCRA uses information from the rated 
company, NSI, BCRA`s database, consultants and 
other sources of public information. 
During  the  update  period  „Diba  Profil”  keeps  its 
main activity – production of PVC furniture edges. 
This  sector  is  directly  linked  with  the  furniture 
production, which sustain the negative effects of the 
global economic crisis to great extent. BCRA 
estimates the total sector  risk,  resulting  from 
the state and structure of the Sector, as being 
relatively high. 
During   the   period   under   review   no   changes 
occurred in the ownership structure of „Diba Profil”. 
BCRA assesses the risk, resulting from the 
company’s ownership, as being low. 
The main part of the company production is being 
purchased by the related company „Interiori-I” as 
well as during the previous period; part of the 
production is invested in the company furniture 
production and the other is realized in the country 
through the distribution network of Interiori-I. 
In 2009 „Diba Profil” has undertaken renovation of 
its  equipment  and  facilities  which  leads  to  over 
fourfold  growth  of  the  balance  value  of  fixed 

tangible assets and increased the production 
capacity by ~30%. BCRA assesses the risk from 
operating activity of the company as being 
relatively low. 
The  related  company  „Interiori-I”  continue  being 
the main client whereas the main supplier is the 
Austrian related company Cita, from which „Diba 
Profil” purchase its main material – PVC granulate. 
BCRA assesses the risk from external factors 
as being relatively low. 
Change is not available with the risk factors 
characterizing the company management. BCRA 
assesses the risk from the company 
management as being low. 
Also in 2009 the downturn continued in the sales 
incomes of „Diba Profil”; the decrease came up to 
38%. This trend is retained during the first three- 
month  period  of  2010  too.  In  2009  the  Net 
Financial Result continued decreasing and 
reached  to BGN ~1 000, which defined  the low 
levels of company profitability. The indicators for 
liquidity retain very fair values; the Quick and 
Current Liquidity increased as of 03.2010. „Diba 
Profil” doesnt get profit of bank financing during 
the update period and retain low level of Total 
Leverage. The period for collection of receivables 
is kept at low levels, whereas the period for 
redemption of the liabilities increased in 2009. The 
company keeps significant stock-in trade which 
determines the high value of the reversibility of the 
stock-in trade. „Diba Profil” register Negative Net 
Cash Flow in 2009 in line of Cash flow from 
investment activity (renovation of the facilities and 
equipment) and of financial activity (distribution of 
part of realized profit). BCRA assesses the risk 
from  the  financial  state  of  the  company  as 
being relatively low. 
The financial forecast prepared by BCRA shows in 
case  of  development  similar  to  the  forecasted 
development the company will realize Positive Net 
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Cash Flow during the period 2010-2012 and will be 
characterized with very fair solvency. 

 
Main financial indicators: 

 
Indicator (thousand 

leva) 
Март.10 2009 2008 2007 

Total assets 414 462 614 532 
Fixed assets 62 67 16 33 
Sales Incomes 75 390 632 705 
Net Financial Result 5 1 70 145 
Net Profitability 8.00% 0.26% 11.08% 20.57% 
Equity Profitability 1.23% 0.25% 12.35% 29.23% 
Leverage 0.01 0.13 0.08 0.07 
Current Liquidity 58.67 6.68 12.18 13.86 
Net Cash Flow - -186 71 152 
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